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T H E M U S I C A L TIMES , but as a main element of expression is variety of 
tone, no singer call excel in this respect, who does 

Xnba J tinSging laC a rivtcUlatr inot gain, by constant and intelligent practice, 
complete command over the executive mechanism 

JANUARY 1st, 1859. of the vocal organ, so as to produce at will, any 
.___ ._ especial gradation of tone desired. Rules for 

variety of expression will be given, but these can 
VOICE AND VOCAL ART ;* necessarily be but general. 

A Treatise writtenfor the use of Teachers and Students Taste is still less capable of being submitted 
of Singinlg, 

to specified laws than is expression: it varies 
with time and country, and depends much on 

BY SABILLA NOVELLO. majority of opinion,-that which might be in 
perfectly good taste during one age, would be 

INTRODUCTION. considered exaggerated or formal during another. 
THE principal difficulty presented to an author Taste consists in moderation, penetration into 

in writing a work on the human voice, lies in the the meaning of eminent composers, and true re- 
fact that every vocal instrument possesses dis- production of their conceptions. A singer ought tinct individuality, and is as different from its to become vividly imbued with the music to be 
kind as are the features, statures, talents, and performed, and endeavour to convey to the 
other qualities of a common race. There is no hearer the emotion experienced. Taste also con- 
doubt that this very dissimilarity constitutes one sists in an intimate knowledge of those orna- 
of the chief charms of vocal sound; the endless ments and variations which are analogous to 
variety and characteristic peculiarity of the different styles, and a clear perception of the 
human voice, added to its power of uniting various effects to be obtained by judicious em- 
melody with text, will ever ensure for it supe- ployment of pathetic, dramatic, or refined de- 
riority over every other musical instrument. livery. Much aid in the formation of taste may 
Notwithstanding the difficulty just mentioned, be gained by the habit of analytically observing certain rules and observations are applicable to great models, and carefully avoiding the two 
all classes of voice, and will be given in the pre- extremes of negligence and exaggeration. 
sent work, with the hope that they may prove Those who possess the natural gifts of musical 
generally useful to those who desire to study genius and physical vocal power,-a rare com- vocal art more than superficially, and thus attain bination,-should assiduously study all the re- its greatest attributes-universal expression and sources of art, in order to perfect such advantages; miasterly execution. for the greatest talent, unless carefully trained 

The aim of practice in vocalisation, should be and patiently exercised, will never reach the high to develope and assure the four following excel- standard of excellence which all those who 
lencies :- devote themselves to vocal performance should 

Munagement of breatlh. constantly strive to attain. 
Correct intonation. All the rules and observations contained in the 

present work, are written under the pre-supposi- Extended compass. tion that the student has already conquered the 
Beauty of tone. rudimental branches of musical knowledge. 
These four subjects will be separately treated, 

aniatomically as well as practically; for it is highly ON VOICE IN GENERAL. 
necessary that every musical performer should be 
acquainted with the construction of the particular The aggregate compass of the human voice 
instrument he has to manage; and thus, also, male and female, extends over a series of four 
every singer should understand the anatomy of octaves of tones. Female voices are divided 
vocal power, its capabilities and natural compass into three classes-soprano, mezzo-soprano, and 

...- .. . . ..:I..... . 1 contralto. Boys' voices rank among these classes. 1lXh present wo 11Vl o ra t oa r aeloie r lodvddilOtrecass ne present work wmi not treat ot vocal art Male voices are also divided into three classes- with reference to aesthetics, as volumes of written bass, baritone, and tenor. 
matter could but convey a faint idea of the charm 
exercised over the human soul by song. Genuine Both these three classes of voices r ana- 
musical capacity, or the faculty of receiving and logous; and contralto, mezzo-soprano, and 
communicating emotion through the medium of soprano, differ in about the same proportion as 
music, must be innate, and cannot be givuen, bass, baritone, and tenor, at the relative distance 
although it may be greatly cultivated under its of an octave; thus, contralto voices correspond 
two palpable forms of taste and expression: both to bass, mezzo-soprano to baritone, and soprano 
these qualities can only be generally defined; to tenor. 

The following table will enable the reader to 
Inserted in the Musical Times by permission of the Proprietors perceive the relative juxtapositions above sig- 
of " Novello's Library for the Diffusion of Musical Knowledge." nified :- 
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nusual. 

In England, a fourth class of male voice is 
recognized, called alto, or counter-tenor. This 
quality of voice consists, in reality, only of the 
falsetto tones of bass or baritone classes; but it 
has been considered by composers (especially by 
English composers) as a separate class, and as 
such has had especial music, written in its appro- 
priate cleff, and adapted to its capabilities and 
characteristic peculiarities. The compass of an 
alto voice comprises the following range of 
notes:- 

' ' 1 l A X J J 
. I I -, , 6 I I I -J/- Io ! - - I- -- it -- appat e 

In its appropriate cleff. 
- - :2 x 

t=-- _J 1 
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This class of voice is employed principally for 
the highest part in male-voice glees and anthems; 
in which pieces, its shrill tone causes it to pre- 
dominate in better relative proportion over the 
other male voices, than would the low tones of a 
female contralto register. 

Each kind of female voice contains three dif- 
ferent qualities or registers-chest voice, middle 
voice, and head voice. Each kind of male voice 
contains two qualities or registers-chest voice 
and head voice; but the different qualities are 
much more perceptible in male than in female 
voices. The proper union of these different 
registers forms one important feature of vocal 
art, and will be fully discussed in a later part of 
this book. 

Of course, individual voices will possess excep- 
tional compass, which greatly depends on mus- 
cular elasticity; or peculiar capabilities, which 
depend on physical formation; but each class 
usually partakes of generic characteristics: thus, 

the appropriate qualities of a bass voice are 
strength and durability; its defects are harshness 
and inflexibility: baritone voices possess greater 
sweetness and flexibility, and are capable of 
more various expression of tone. The appro- 
priate qualities of a tenor voice (which, among 
male voices, is universally esteemed first in rank), 
are great flexibility, extreme sweetness, and 
pathetic tenderness. In like manner, the dif- 
ferent classes of female voices are characterised 
by generic qualities. Soprano voices are bril- 
liant, powerful, and generally capable of extra- 
ordinary agility. Mezzo-soprano voices are 
mellow, sweet, and well adapted for tender or 
pathetic expression. Contralto voices are sono- 
rous, and well adapted for passionate or dramatic 
expression. Delicate or thin voices usually excel 
in flexibility, as the volume of tone emitted,- 
which is, in fact, a column of air,-is lighter and 
more easily swayed. Contralto and bass voices 
are usually the most unmanageable, especially 
the former, in which the transition from one 
register to another is abrupt, and its position 
uncertain. 

The respective classes of voice are referable to 
the situation of the vocal organs in the throat; 
those of bass voices being placed lowest, and 
those of soprano voices highest. From this, 
it results that any attempt to change the natural 
character of a voice must fail; and can but in- 
jure, if not utterly ruin, the vocal instrument. 

The difference existing between male and 
female voice has been made the subject of much 
clever discussion; it is plausibly accounted for 
by the comparative length of the vocal ligaments, 
which are shorter in female than in male throats; 
the average difference has been calculated at 
about as 3 to 2; but no satisfactory evidence has 
yet been furnished to account for the difference of 

TENOR. 

BARITONE. 

BAss. 
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tenor and bass, or soprano and alto, any more but a great fault to be avoided, is impatience to 
than for the difference of blue, black, or grey attain perfection suddenly. Those who are 
eyes. It has been commonly remarked, that gifted with a good voice, should be extremely 
bass and contralto voices belong to large frames, careful not to overtask its powers, by striving to 
while tenor and soprano voices more usually are extend it beyond its natural limits. Two or 
possessed by persons of small stature; but this three notes may be added to the compass of 
rule has as many exceptions as examples. a voice by artistic training; but many excellent 

The phenomenon peculiar to male voices,- vocal instruments have been impaired, and lost 
occurring at the age of puberty, and known as their beauty, by injudicious straining to un- 
the breaking or change of voice,-is produced usually high or low tones, which, after all, may 
by the enlargement and altered position of the cause surprise, but very little pleasure. 
larynx, or seat of the voice, in the throat. Before GENERAL DIRECTIONS. 
this change, the larynx is situated high in the It is a great mistake for students to commence 
throat, and is comparatively small, thus pro- practice unassisted; bad habits are thus con- 
ducing tones similar to those of female voices; at tracted, which the attentive guidance of an able 
the period of transformation, it enlarges, and teacher would at once correct. In choosing an 
sinks to its permanent position in the throat. instructor, it is preferable, though not necessary, 

During this transition, the voice becomes un- to secure one who should be practically as well 
manageable and husky, and should be left in as theoretically competent in the art. Much may total repose, the vocal organs being incapable of be gained by imitation; therefore it is advisable 
proper work; in some cases, they never regain for a pupil possessing a soprano voice to be 
musical power,-while, in other cases, the de- under the direction of a mistress excelling as 
velopment and altered position of the larynx a soprano singer, who will have conquered the 
being completed, the voice acquires its powers difficulties connected with this particular com- 
with additional beauty and strength, and assumes pass, and will be able to impart knowledge by 
its distinctive character of bass, baritone, or examn,le and exriencer The same remark 
tenor. 

The same change occurs to female voices, but 
is scarcely perceptible; the vocal organs gain 
strength and size, and give to the voice a power 
and sonorousness it did not before possess. Care 
must be taken, however, not to overstrain the 
muscles at this critical period. 

Although the human voice has been thus 
classified, and, to a certain degree, its production 
explained, yet the most careful anatomists have 
failed in discovering any material difference be- 
tween the mechanism of throats capable of mu- 
sical cultivation, and those unfitted for song. 
Sound is merely produced by a current of air 
passing from the lungs through the larynx and 
glottis, which, vibrating at its thin edges or lips, 
creates musical tones, heightened and lowered 
at will by the contraction of certain ligaments 
and muscles. Thus it would appear that every 
human being possesses the power necessary to 
song, but experience proves the contrary; and 
this fact must ever remain an enigma to those 
who endeavour to analyse human voice. 

Even the possession of a beautiful vocal in- 
strument does not imply the faculty of singing, 
unless many other natural gifts are united to this 
primary essential. Musical talent, refined taste, 
aptitude in receiving impressions through the 
medium of sound, correct ear, and cultivated 
intelligence-all these are necessary to form a 
good, or even a mediocre singer. In addition to 
these endowments, physical strength is an abso- 
lute requisite; and no student should attempt 
practising vocal art, who does not possess good 
health and powerful respiratory organs. 

Almost every defect and difficulty may be 
overcome by constant and conscientious study; 

applies to all different voices. 
In the absence of an instructor, every beginner 

should practise opposite a looking-glass, so as to 
detect objectionable grimaces or distortions. The 
jaws should not be held precisely opposite each 
other, as some masters advise, but easily, ac- 
cording to the natural conformation of the 
mouth. The attitude, whilst singing, should be 
erect, the body equally poised on both legs, the 
chin slightly thrown upward, the arms at rest. 
Nervous habits-such as swaying the body 
backwards and forwards, beating time with the 
feet and hands, frowning. &c., &c.-must be 
strictly prohibited. The mouth should be held 
in a smiling position, care being taken not to 
elevate one corner more than the other; the 
teeth sufficiently apart that the front of the 
tongue be visible (thus, a mouth furnished with 
short teeth may be held more closed than one 
containing long teeth); the tongue flat in the 
cavity of the lower jaw, its edges touching the 
lower teeth. All sudden motion of the tongue 
should be avoided; not only its movement 
obstructs the clear transmission of sound through 
the mouth, but as it is intimately connected with 
the muscles of the larynx, its action agitates and 
disturbs their free play. When a tongue is too 
large for the mouth, its edges should well touch 
the side teeth, to widen it and prevent its forming 
a mound in the lower jaw. 

Students usually commence practice with sol- 
feggi, or vocalisation: in the former, each note 
is named as it is sung; in the latter, one vowel, 
the Italian a (ah) is used throughout. 

The great object being, at first, to develope 
the voice, vocalisation is much to be preferred, 
as the pure vowel induces a pure tone of voice, 
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which eventually becomes habitual: until the 
voice has been examined, and its registers dis- 
tinctly recognised, words only serve to veil any 
defective note. 

Gradually the pupil should be taught to unite 
text with vocal sounds; and for this purpose the 
Italian language is best adapted, as, in it, vowels 
greatly preponderate, and favor clear emission of 
voice. On this account, it is an advantage,-nay, 
a requisite,-for every singer to be a thorough 
Italian scholar. Correct pronunciation and pure 
enunciation should be steadily enforced; clear 
articulation gives greater energy and force to 
song, than can be obtained by any effort at 
loudness of vocal tone. 

Recitative singing is good exercise for im- 
provement in this branch of art. 

Practice should not be undertaken while the 
stomach is too full or too empty: in the first 
case, vital energy is required for performing the 
functions of digestion, and resents disturbance; 
in the second case, physical energy is insufficient 
for extra exertion. A good time for practice 
is about an hour after breakfast, or two hours 
after dinner. 

It is essential that practice should be daily, 
however short; the human voice, unless con- 
stantly exercised, "gets rusty " more easily than 
any other instrument. If regular practice be 
impossible, the student may, at any rate, 
strengthen respiration by inhaling breath, re- 
taining it as long as possible-the chest ex- 
panded, the stomach compressed and flattened- 
and then emitting it as slowly as possible; this 
must be done with the mouth opened as for 
singing. 

The use of dumb bells has been recommended 
for expanding the chest; but, in my opinion, 
healthy exercise, and the action of singing in 
itself, will be sufficiently beneficial. 

It is scarcely necessary to caution singers 
against the habit of tight-lacing; the folly of such 
wilful torture, and injury to the respiratory 
organs, must be obvious to all reasoning minds. 

Students should practise at full voice, ex- 
erting the extent of power when taking and 
retaining breath, during vocalisation; sufficient 
intervals of repose must intervene, and practice 
should not be resumed until all fatigue be past. 

More real progress will thus be made, than if 
the voice be continuously exercised at half 
power. By half power, I do not mean singing 
piano-beautiful piano tones require as much 
full power, or command over the vocal instru- 
ment, for their production, as do the loudest 
sounds; by half power, I would express that ex- 
haustion of the organs, which renders their 
action uncertain; a wearied throat can produce 
tones, but of inferior beauty. 

The habit of humming, or singing with the 
mouth closed, is injurious to the voice; which, 
by a false position assumed by the vocal appara- 
tus, is emitted through improper channels. 
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With respect to the diet advisable for a singer, 
it is rational to conclude that all which is con- 
ducive to general health must improve and 
strengthen the voice. Stimulants should be 
avoided; the constant use of Cayenne pepper, 
snuff, or powerful acids, is extremely injudicious; 
such astringents, although momentarily effica- 
cious against relaxation, are almost sure, by 
their excessive action on the mucous membrane, 
or lining of the throat, to rob the voice of soft- 
ness and delicacy. 

Great precaution should be used against sud- 
den transitions of temperature, especially after 
great exertion of the vocal organs, which at such 
times are very susceptible, and are easily in- 
jured, or even entirely destroyed, by unprepared 
exposure to damp or cold. 

A prevalent opinion exists, that it is dan- 
gerous to commence the study of singing before 
the age of 14 or 15; but this is erroneous. In 
all cases where the vocal and respiratory organs 
are physically strong and naturally well adapted 
to musical employment, there can be no doubt 
that vocalisation is an extremely healthy ex- 
ercise, and tends to promote general muscular 
development. Children may commence singing 
at the age of 5 or 6 years, but should be placed 
under watchful guidance. Practice should be 
suspended when health fails, or when occasional 
debility occurs. 
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trie-f Chronitle of the laft fitonth. 

ACCRINGTON.--On the 24th ult., the Messiah was per- 
formed by the Accrington Choral Society, in the Assembly 
Room of the Peel Institution. The principal vocalists 
were Misses Hiles, Dyer, and Fanny Huddart, and 
Messrs. Haig'h and Rosenthal. Mr. Carrodas was the 
leader, and Mr. Barnes conductor. The band and chorus 
numbered two hundred performers. 

AMERSHAM.-The fifth annual concert, given by the 
young gentlemen of Mr. West's Grammar School, took 
place on Thursday, the 9th instant. Mr. W. H. Bucl 
conducted. The music was cleverly performed, and the 
concert was highly successful. 
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place on Thursday, the 9th instant. Mr. W. H. Bucl 
conducted. The music was cleverly performed, and the 
concert was highly successful. 

(Continued on page 377.) 
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